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Abstract: A generalized model is developed to quantitatively describe the 
smoothing effects from different polishing tools used for optical surfaces. 
The smoothing effect naturally corrects mid-to-high spatial frequency errors 
that have features small compared to the size of the polishing lap. The 
original parametric smoothing model provided a convenient way to compare 
smoothing efficiency of different polishing tools for the case of sinusoidal 
surface irregularity, providing the ratio of surface improvement via 
smoothing to the bulk material removal. A new correlation-based smoothing 
model expands the capability to quantify smoothing using general surface 
data with complex irregularity. For this case, we define smoothing as a 
band-limited correlated component of the change in the surface and original 
surface. Various concepts and methods, such as correlation screening, have 
been developed and verified to manipulate the data for the calculation of 
smoothing factor. Data from two actual polishing runs from the Giant 
Magellan Telescope off-axis segment and the Large Synoptic Survey 
Telescope monolithic primary-tertiary mirror were processed, and a 
quantitative evaluation for the smoothing efficiency of a large pitch lap and a 
conformal lap with polishing pads is provided. 
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1. Introduction 

Various Computer Controlled Optical Surfacing (CCOS) processes have been developed for 
different applications since the 1960s [1–5]. Many advanced precision optics, such as large 
aspheric mirrors for next generation telescopes [6–8] and super smooth optics for high power 
laser systems [3, 9], have been manufactured to superior optical quality based on the 
deterministic material removal of the CCOS processes. 

One key component of CCOS is the Tool Influence Function (TIF), which is the spatial 
distribution of material removal under a polishing tool. Most CCOS processes distribute and 
accumulate their TIFs over the optic to achieve a desired removal, which is often the error map 
of an optical surface. Thus, a stable and deterministic TIF is critical for a successful CCOS 
process. 

Smoothing during optical polishing is one of the most critical and important topics in the 
optical fabrication field today [10]. As modern CCOS processes target a structure function or 
Power Spectral Density (PSD) specification of the optics, which is directly related to the final 
system performance such as sharpness of the point spread function, control of mid- to 
high-spatial-frequency surface error becomes a critical issue [9, 11] and the deterministic 
control of these error components often determines the overall convergence of CCOS 
processes. 

The TIF is strongly related to polishing parameters such as pressure distribution under the 
tool, rigidity of the tool, polishing interface material, and tool motion. Maintaining an intimate 
contact between the tool and workpiece is very important to achieving a deterministic TIF [5]. 

Some rigidity in a tool is also desired to get smoothing effects. For instance, an infinitely 
rigid tool does not conform to the small scale surface irregularities, and it only sits on the high 
peaks as depicted in Fig. 1 (left). As the tool moves on the surface it wears down the peaks, and 
the surface is smoothed out as shown in Fig. 1 (right). 

 

Fig. 1. Smoothing simulation for a 60cm infinitely rigid tool [10]. 

There are two main approaches to control small scale errors. The first approach is direct 
figuring utilizing very small tools [12] with control of dwell time (or pressure or stroke speed) 
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as a function of position. This method is very effective since it removes materials mainly where 
the surface error is high, but it requires an accurate target error map and accurate tool 
positioning to avoid tool marks on the optics. The second approach used the natural smoothing 
effect of a polishing tool that is larger than the features. As it automatically removes mid- to 
high-spatial-frequency errors, smoothing is an attractive solution to produce a high quality 
smooth optic. However, the smoothing effect is not easy to predict and evaluate quantitatively, 
as required to achieve a deterministic process for rapid convergence. 

A smoothing model for an elastic backed lapping belt was introduced by Brown and Parks 
in 1981 [13]. Jones analyzed the smoothing effect of a pitch tool later [14], and the bridging 
model was applied to study the smoothing effect of a flexible polishing tool by Mehta and Reid 
[15]. Tuell further improved the bridging model via a Fourier decomposition approach in 2002 
[16]. Based on measured experimental data under controlled conditions, Kim et al. developed a 
parametric smoothing model to quantify the smoothing efficiency of various polishing 
processes [10]. This step was useful because it allowed an apples-to-apples quantitative 
comparison of different processes, but it was limited to the special case of sinusoidal ripples in 
the surface. 

We now present a generalized parametric smoothing model that overcomes these 
limitations. For the first time, the newly developed correlation-based smoothing model allows 
us not only to evaluate, but also to predict the smoothing effects during actual CCOS 
processing of real surfaces that have random topology. Such a parametric model is necessary to 
simplify the data processing and provide a quantitative assessment of the surface improvement 
from natural smoothing. This information is used to optimize the fabrication process to balance 
surface quality and fabrication time. 

This paper presents background, introduces a methodology for processing data, and 
demonstrates performance of this method. A brief review of the original parametric smoothing 
model is given in Section 2. The new correlation-based model is introduced in Section 3, and 
some actual data from CCOS runs are presented and analyzed in Section 4. 

2. Background knowledge 

2.1 Parametric smoothing model 

The parametric model to describe smoothing effects for sinusoidal surface errors was 
introduced in 2010 [10]. This model for sinusoidal ripples defines a smoothing factor SF to 
describe the smoothing efficiency, which was defined as Δε/Δz, where Δε is the difference 
between Peak-to-Valley (PV) values of the sinusoidal ripples before and after the smoothing 
run, and Δz is the nominal removal depth as depicted in Fig. 2. (Note: Ideally, smaller Δz for 
each evaluation step works better as it produces more accurate instantaneous smoothing factor 
at the initial surface error εini (i.e. PV of Profileinitial). Using too large Δz will underestimate the 
smoothing factor.) 

 

Fig. 2. The sinusoidal ripple profiles: initial, final and removal (i.e. initial – final). 

The smoothing factor depends on the initial surface error εini and that dependence can be 
parameterized as 
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 0( )iniSF k ε ε= ⋅ −  (1) 

where k is the sensitivity to initial error and ε0 is the minimum error for which smoothing can 
happen [17]. 

Using the parametric smoothing model in Eq. (1), a polishing tool’s smoothing capability 
was shown to have linear dependence on εini. The two parameters k and ε0 can be determined by 
performing a few sets of experimental smoothing runs. This parametric model to evaluate and 
compare various tools' smoothing characteristics was successfully verified with experimental 
data [10]. 

2.2 Stressed lap and Rigid Conformal lap 

The stressed lap and Rigid Conformal (RC) lap are the tools that have been employed for 
various large optics CCOS projects at the University of Arizona as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Computer controlled polishing machines equipped with the 0.8m (contact area diameter) 
stressed lap on the 8.4m diameter Large Synoptic Survey Telescope monolithic primary-tertiary 
workpiece (left) and the 0.25m diameter RC lap on the 8.4m diameter Giant Magellan Telescope 
off-axis segment (right) at the Steward Observatory Mirror Lab, University of Arizona [8]. 

The stressed lap [2] consists of a stiff aluminum plate that is bent actively by actuators 
mounted at its edge. The polishing interface may be pitch or polyurethane pads. The bending 
actuators control the shape of the polishing surface to match the local surface of the aspheric 
mirror. 

The RC lap is constructed with solid back plate, non-Newtonian fluid and polishing 
interface material (e.g. polyurethane pad). The tool automatically conforms to a free-form 
surface, but is stiff on short time scales, due to its unique visco-elastic behavior [5, 8]. 

3. Correlation-based smoothing model 

The correlation-based smoothing model was developed to analyze smoothing effects for 
irregular (e.g. non-sinusoidal) surface errors of actual CCOS runs. The original model in 
Section 2.1 works well for the well-defined sinusoidal ripple cases with relatively large ripple 
amplitude compared to the measurement noise. However, for actual CCOS data, the measured 
surface map contains errors over a wide range of spatial frequencies and the amplitude of the 
data where smoothing happens may be comparable to the measurement noise or uncertainty. 

The data processing flow of the correlation-based smoothing model is shown in Fig. 4. To 
separate the low- and high-spatial-frequency components from the measured initial and final 
surface map spatial-frequency filtering is applied with a cut-off spatial frequency fcutoff . The 
difference map between the high-pass filtered maps contains the smoothing information. The 
difference between the low-pass filtered maps represents the nominal removal map, which is a 
2-dimensional version of Δz in Section 2.1. The maps are divided into N common circular 
sub-regions, which are 2/fcutoff in diameter, to evaluate local smoothing effects. The number of 
sub-regions N is chosen to cover the whole map without missing areas or to cover some 
interesting local sections (e.g. mirror edges) in the map. All N sub-region pairs in the high-pass 
filtered initial and difference map are scanned, and the correlation coefficient ρ for each pair 
(initial and difference map) is calculated. If the coefficient exceeds a threshold ρthreshold, the 
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sub-regional smoothing factor SF is calculated. Once the scanning is completed all SF values 
are plotted together, and the linear smoothing rate can be evaluated. Details of each step are 
given in Section 3.1-3.3. 

 

Fig. 4. Data processing flow of the correlation-based smoothing model. 

3.1 Spatial frequency filtering 

Figuring (removing errors using deterministic means such as dwell time control) and 
smoothing often occur simultaneously all over the workpiece during a CCOS run. Figuring 
happens on low-spatial-frequency errors (i.e. features larger than the tool size) while smoothing 
takes place on mid- to high-spatial-frequency errors. In order to evaluate the smoothing effects 
separated from the figuring, a high-pass spatial filtering is applied to the raw surface map data. 
The filtered maps include the information about smoothing. The cut-off spatial frequency fcutoff 
depends on the frequency range of interest for the smoothing evaluation, and is typically around 
1 / half the tool size. 

It is important to note that smoothing is generally a function of spatial frequency. The 
smoothing factors presented in this study, which uses high-pass filtering, result from a 
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superposition of individual smoothing effects entangled with various spatial frequency errors. 
For some applications, it may be useful to apply different band-pass spatial filters (e.g. fmin - fmax) 
to evaluate smoothing effects over certain ranges of spatial frequency. 

3.2 Correlation screening 

As different degrees of smoothing happen at various locations on a workpiece, all sub-regions 
used to evaluate the local smoothing factor must be at places where actual smoothing occurred. 
The difference map (high-pass filtered initial map – high-pass filtered final map) should look 
similar to the high-pass filtered initial map. In other words, more removal should happen at the 
high locations in the initial surface. 

Two example cases showing well and badly correlated profiles are shown in Fig. 5. The 
initial and difference profiles are similar with a scale factor for the well correlated case, which 
indicates efficient smoothing. For the badly correlated case, the two profiles do not match. 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison between well correalated profiles (left) and badly correlated profiles (right). 

A correlation screening is introduced for the smoothing-or-not test. The correlation 
coefficient ρ between the high-pass filtered initial map Mini(x,y) and the difference map 
Mdiff(x,y) in a sub-region pair is defined as: 
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A correlation coefficient of 1 means the two maps are the same with a scale factor. We reduce 
the influence of measurement noise and other polishing effects by evaluating regions with 
correlation coefficient above some threshold value. The choice of this threshold depends 
primarily on the quality of the data. 

The correlation coefficient needs to be higher than a pre-set threshold ρthreshold (e.g. 0.5), 
which may depend on various factors such as measurement noise, in order to pass the 
screening. Only the qualified sub-regions are employed for the local SF calculation. This is a 
critical step to distinguish smoothing from the other effects such as measurement uncertainty 
and tool misfit, which may also affect the measured surface data. We acknowledge that the 
definition of smoothing in this study is limited to the case described in Section 2.1 and 3.2. 
Smoothing due to a different mechanism (e.g. badly correlated initial and difference map, but 
smoother final map) could still be analyzed by applying smaller (i.e. less rigorous) ρthreshold 
values, but with compromised reliability of the model. 
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3.3 General smoothing factor 

The original definition of smoothing factor [10] was based on PV values of the initial and final 
profiles. A sinusoidal surface error, which is ideal to evaluate the smoothing effect in an 
experimental set-up, was well represented by the PV. However, an irregular surface error map 
is a superposition of various frequencies and amplitudes. 

As Root-Mean-Square (RMS) is a statistical measure of data over a certain area, the general 
smoothing model utilizes RMS values to represent the surface error ε in Eq. (1). In other words, 
the sub-regional RMS values of the high-pass filtered initial and final map are used in the 
general SF equation. Also, the nominal removal depth Δz often cannot be measured, so it is 
replaced with the average value of the nominal (or predicted) removal in the sub-region. The 
original SF equation [10] is now rewritten as a general SF equation 
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where Mini and Mfin are the high-pass filtered initial and final maps, Mnominal is the nominal (or 
predicted) removal map, and sub-region is the local area under evaluation. The local SF values 
at various sub-regions on a workpiece are calculated using Eq. (3) and plotted to evaluate the 
smoothing efficiency of an actual CCOS process. 

4. Smoothing evaluation using the correlation-based smoothing model 

4.1 Local smoothing study via correlation screening 

The local smoothing for CCOS polishing was studied using the correlation screening. The 8.4m 
Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) off-axis segment was manufactured and completed by 
polishing with a stressed lap and RC laps, primarily a 0.8m stressed lap and a 0.25m RC lap [8]. 
The stressed lap was mainly used to correct low-spatial-frequency errors, while RC lap was 
used to directly figure the mid-spatial-frequency errors via dwell time control. Besides the 
figuring, features smaller than the RC lap were expected to be smoothed out during both 
stressed lap and RC lap runs. 

Two GMT surface measurement data sets for each tool were analyzed to study the local 
smoothing effects. As described in Section 3.2, the correlation coefficient ρ between the 
high-pass filtered initial map and difference map represents the likelihood of smoothing events. 
Three exemplary sub-region pairs of the high-pass filtered (fcutoff = 1/150mm) initial map and 
difference map with different correlations are presented in Fig. 6. The size of sub-regions is 
0.3m in diameter (i.e. 2/ fcutoff), and the irregular removal shapes in difference maps cannot be 
from the direct figuring (using >0.25m diameter tools). The similarity between the high-pass 
filtered initial map and difference map clearly increases as the correlation coefficient increases, 
showing that smoothing happens locally where the correlation coefficients are high. 
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Fig. 6. Six exemplary sub-region surface maps showing the local smoothing event for different 
correlation coefficients. The sub-regions are 0.3m in diameter on the 8.4m GMT segement. 
(Note: Red means high in the high-pass filtered initial map and more removal in the difference 
map.) 

4.2 Linear smoothing effect for sinusoidal error case 

The linearity of smoothing effects on a well-defined sinusoidal error was verified with the 
original smoothing model [10] and re-confirmed using the new correlation-based smoothing 
model. An ideal smoothing experiment using a 100mm diameter RC lap (with LP-66 
polyurethane pads) on a 200mm Pyrex substrate with sinusoidal surface error ripples was 
conducted by following the procedures for the original model [10]. The correlation-based 
model was applied to analyze the data, and the calculated SF values are plotted in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Smoothing factor SF vs. initial sinusoidal error RMSini for a RC lap with LP-66 
polyurethane pad on a Pyrex workpiece. 

The data points show the expected linear trend between RMSini and SF. For this particular 
sinusoidal smoothing run using the RC lap with LP-66, the slope of the SF graph is 0.49 μm−1 
and the limiting amplitude for any smoothing occur is about 5-10nm rms. This case study 
shows that the newly introduced general model, as expected, still works for the specific 
sinusoidal error cases. 
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4.3 Smoothing evaluation for actual CCOS runs 

Four sets of measured surface data for two actual CCOS projects, mirrors for the GMT and the 
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), were processed using the correlation-based 
smoothing model. Detailed CCOS parameters are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. CCOS parameters for the GMT and LSST runs 

 Case 1 Case 2 
Project GMT off-axis primary segment LSST monolithic primary-tertiary 

mirror 
Polishing compound Rhodite 906 Rhodite 906 
Workpiece diameter 8.4m 5.066m (for tertiary) 
Metrology Interferometer using Computer 

Generated Hologram [8] 
Software Configurable Optical Test 
System [18] 

Polishing tool type 250mm dia. RC 
lap 

1200mm dia. 
Stressed lap 

350mm dia. RC 
lap 

800mm dia. 
Stressed lap 

Tool interface with 
workpiece 

LP-66 
polyurethane pad 

Pitch LP-66 
polyurethane 
pad 

LP-66 
polyurethane 
pad on pitch 

For the four data sets, all the sub-regions were scanned and checked with the correlation 
coefficient screening, and the local smoothing factors were calculated. Common data 
processing parameter values including fcutoff = 1/150mm were used during the calculation for a 
fair comparison. Instead of applying a fixed ρthreshold value, the correlation coefficient ρ 
distribution has been studied, and the mean ρmean and standard deviation ρstandard_deviation of the 
histogram were calculated. By setting ρthreshold = ρmean – ρstandard_deviation, most of the local areas 
(e.g. >~85% for normal distribution) were involved in the SF evaluation process. Also, ρmean 
provides additional information indicating the degree of ideal smoothing during the CCOS 
runs. For instance, as an extreme case, ρmean would be 1 if all the local smoothing actions were 
ideal cases. As described earlier, these parameter values may vary depending on the spatial 
frequency range of interest or limitations such as measurement noise level. The processed SF 
values with histograms showing ρ distribution are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. 

For the GMT polishing run data set (Case 1, Fig. 8), the 1.2m stressed lap with pitch showed 
~10 times steeper SF slope than the 0.25m RC lap. Although there may be some other factors 
(e.g. lap misfit) affecting the smoothing efficiency, these data agree with the results of 
controlled experiments with sinusoidal surface errors, which showed a much steeper SF slope 
for a conventional pitch lap compared to the RC lap with polyurethane pad [10]. The 
correlation coefficient histograms in Fig. 8 (right) show the distribution of calculated ρ values 
in all the sub-region pairs. Both the stressed lap and the RC lap case are highly biased toward 
positive correlation coefficients. This non-symmetric distribution provides a good confirmation 
that the evaluated smoothing cases are not governed by random or uncorrelated errors in the 
measurements. For instance, if the difference between initial and final map was mainly caused 
by random noise, the distribution must be centered around ρ = 0. The mean ρ value with 
standard deviation was 0.381 ± 0.135 for the stressed lap and 0.433 ± 0.107 for the RC lap. 
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Fig. 8. Smoothing factor (left) and correlation coefficient ρ histogram (right) for Case 1: 8.4m 
GMT off-axis primary workpiece, SF vs. RMSini for 1.2m stressed lap with pitch (black solid 
circle) and 0.25m RC lap with polyurethane pad (red open circle). (The bar represents the spread 
(+/− standard deviation) of the local SF values. The values in the histogram are the 
mean+/−standard deviation of the distribution. The ρthreshold value is indicated as a vertical thin 
line in the histogram.) 

The processed LSST surface data (Case 2, Fig. 9) showed that the 0.8m stressed lap with 
polyurethane pad on pitch gives ~1.2 times steeper SF slope than the 0.35m RC lap with the 
same polyurethane pad. 

 

Fig. 9. Smoothing factor (left) and correlation coefficient ρ histogram (right) for Case 2: 5.066m 
LSST tertiary mirror, SF vs. RMSini for 0.8m stressed lap with pitch and LP-66 polyurethane pad 
(black solid circle) and 0.35m RC lap with polyurethane pad (red open circle). (The bar 
represents the spread (+/− standard deviation) of the local SF values. The values in the histogram 
are the mean+/−standard deviation of the distribution. The ρthreshold value is indicated as a vertical 
thin line in the histogram.) 

Similar to Case 1, the ρ histogram showed well biased correlation coefficient distributions, 
ρ = 0.618 ± 0.204 for the stressed lap and ρ = 0.461 ± 0.202 for the RC lap. (In practice, this 
histogram may provide a guideline to set a ρthreshold value.) An absolute comparison between 
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Cases 1 and 2 is not valid, as many other factors like tool size and method of measurement were 
not the same. However, the relative difference of SF slope between the RC lap and the stressed 
lap was significantly smaller than for Case 1 where the stressed lap was faced with pitch. This 
result reveals the negative effect of placing the polyurethane pad on pitch in terms of smoothing 
efficiency. 

The linearity of the SF graphs and the validity of the new smoothing model as an objective 
method to evaluate and compare different CCOS processes were well confirmed and 
demonstrated for these two cases studied. 

5. Conclusion 

A generalized smoothing model eliminating some limitations of the previous parametric 
smoothing model was developed to describe and understand realistic smoothing effects for 
various CCOS processes. Some previous models provide an excellent insight to select optimal 
smoothing tool design parameters using an iterative simulation approach [14] and a very 
convenient way to assess a specific tool’s smoothing capacity from an experimental set-up with 
sinusoidal ripples [10]. However, they couldn’t be applied to actual polishing cases with 
arbitrary initial and final error shapes, which must be analyzed and evaluated based on the 
measured data for the optimization and improvement of actual CCOS processes. 

Newly developed methods of processing data for the SF calculation, such as correlation 
screening, have been demonstrated. Except for Eq. (3) in Section 3.3, modified from the 
previous parametric model [10], all other parts of the present model—including the spatial 
filtering process to distinguish smoothing from figuring removal, the correlation-based 
threshold to judge the likelihood of smoothing, and the final data analysis utilizing the 
correlation coefficient statistics—has been developed and presented for the first time. 

The presented model was carefully verified using real polishing data at various levels 
throughout Section 4.1-4.3 in series. Measured surface maps of the 8.4m GMT off-axis 
segment and the 5.066m LSST tertiary mirror were processed, and the quantitative smoothing 
evaluation for two different types of tools has been successfully performed. The actual 
polishing parameters are all provided with sufficient details for the reproduction of the results 
and its general use by others in the field. 

From the result we can conclude that: i) the correlation-based smoothing model can analyze 
and quantitatively describe the smoothing effect for actual CCOS data, ii) the stressed lap with 
pitch smooths faster than the RC lap with polyurethane pad, and iii) the polyurethane pad on 
pitch degrades the smoothing capability of the bare pitch tool. This general model, which 
breaks the boundary of the original model’s application limited to the experimental cases and 
unlocks the new access to real optics fabrication for the first time, provides a systematic way to 
evaluate or develop CCOS processes to achieve higher convergence rates and superior surface 
error control in the mid- to high-spatial-frequency range. 

The correlation-based smoothing model can serve as a unique and powerful smoothing data 
processing method in the field. This model allows quantitative evaluation and comparison 
between different polishing processes and tools. Previous assessments of the effectiveness were 
made using limited test cases, or they were made based on subjective observations. As this 
model allows analyzing any general CCOS data, this model will add a great value to the 
precision optical fabrication community who wants to develop and test various smoothing 
approaches and to report their technical advances using a quantitative model. Also, the 
application of the method developed here is expected to allow optical fabricators to optimize 
their tools and processes. 
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